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Chapter 1

amigaguide

1.1 Miscellaneous

+3365 AREXX GUIDE V2.0a UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
A massive stack of information which will teach you how to learn Arexx. It
should also help them who have been using it for a while.

** HARD DRIVE REQUIRED **

+3368 CASSINI V3.2 UNPACK DISK
------------------
CASSINI is a menu driven program which calculates information about the
Sun, Moon, Planets and constellations.

+3386(AB) STAR TREK EPISODE GUIDES V1.21 UNPACK A B
----------------------------------------
A 2 disk set containing all the episode guides for Star Trek, Animated Star
Trek, Star Trek 2, the Star Trek Movies, Star Trek The Next Generation,
Star Trek Depp Space Nine and Star Trek Voyager. An excellent set done in
Hyperbook especially for all you anoraks out there.

+3387 CHESS PROGRAMS UNPACK DISK
--------------------
This disk contains demo versions of 4 chess utility programs.
CHESSPUZZLES contains only one file of puzzles (Mate in 1 in Level 1)
This option will always be selected. The full version has about 1500
puzzles of varying difficulty. CHESSLIBRARY only has one file of openings,
the Alekhines defence. The full version has about 1000 lines in all,
in addition to a section on opening traps. CHESSRATER has only one game
you can test yourself on. The full version has 40 games. CHESSDATABASE has
one master game you can play over, and the option to save games to disk
is disabled.

** SHAREWARE **

+3439 IMAGINE:BABYLON 5 OBJECTS UNPACK DISK
-------------------------------
4, Babylon 5 objects, for Imagine 2 + 3. None of the models have any
colours or textures attached.

+3447 IMAGINE OBJECTS UNPACK DISK
---------------------
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This disk FINALLY contains the Williams F1 racing car object. It includes
all the attributes for the surfaces and sponsorship. There are also three
4-colour brushes which are ‘wrapped’ onto the car to reproduce the Williams
colour scheme. Also on here is a 747 Jumbo Jet object in both Imagine 2.0 &
3.0 formats. It also includes several brushes which can be added to the
object.

+3449 BIG DUMMYS GUIDE TO THE INTERNET UNPACK DISK
--------------------------------------
The BDGTTI is a massive .guide file containing stacks and stacks of
information about the Internet. What it is, What it does, How to get on,
What you can get once you are on. Lists of FTP sites and much much much
much more. If you are thinking about going on Internet, then get this
first.

+3457 LIGHTWAVE METAFORM TUTORIAL UNPACK DISK
---------------------------------
This is a small tutorial on how to create organic-type objects with
the metaform function in Lightwave 3.5’s modeler. There are 9 IFF demo pics
to help you on your way and also 3 Lightwave objects on here as well.

+3458(ABCDE) A-Z OF LIGHTWAVE OBJECTS UNPACK A B C D E
-------------------------------------
5 disks jam packed full of objects for use in LW V3.0+. There are 129
objects altogether. This is an excellent pack for all you Lightwave users
out there.

+3503 CULT TV & FILM EPISODE GUIDE UNPACK DISK
----------------------------------
This is Epi.Guide v1.0. This guide contains episode listings for
over 40 programs from horror to animation in the Amigaguide
format. The TV shows listed are :-

HORROR:Kolchak-The Night Stalker, Monsters, The Outer Limits
Tales From The Darkside, Twilight Zone

SCIENCE FICTION:Automan, Battlestar Galactica, Blake’s 7, Dr. Who 1,
Dr. Who 2, Logan’s Run, Otherworld, Planet Of The Apes,
Something Is Out There, Space 1999, Star Trek (TOS),
Time Tunnel, UFO (1), UFO (2), V, War Of The Worlds,
X-Files

COMEDY:Fawlty Towers, Max Headroom, Monty Python’s Flying Circus,
Red Dwarf (1), Red Dwarf (2), Young Ones

ADVENTURE:Adventures Of Brisco County Jr. (1), Adventures Of Brisco County
Jr. (2), Amazing Spiderman, Batman, Invisible Man, Land Of The
Lost, Lois And Clark, Wizards And Warriors

ANIMATION:Batman-TAS (1), Batman-TAS (2), Johnny Quest, Supercar,
Thunderbirds

+3506 EFF’S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET V2.3 UNPACK DISK
--------------------------------------
The EFFGTTI is a massive .guide file containing stacks and stacks of
information about the Internet. What it is, What it does, How to get on,
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What you can get once you are on. Lists of FTP sites and much much much
much more. If you are thinking about going on Internet, then get this
first. This was formerly known as the Big Dummys Guide To The Internet, but
this is the latest version.

+3552(ABC) STAR WARS IMAGINE OBJECTS UNPACK A B C
------------------------------------
These three disks are jam packed full of Imagine 2 & 3 objects based on the
Star Wars theme. Tie Fighters, Interceptors, X-Wings, B-Wings, A-Wings and
various other models are spread over this set. Not all the objects have
colours or textures attached so you will have to create your own. SUPERB..

+3566 F1 DEMO VERSIONS UNPACK DISK
----------------------
Demo versions of 3 F1 Licenseware productions. On here we have Erik - a
platform game. Junior Artist - speaks for itself and Ultimate Quiz - if you
cant work out what this one is then you dont deserve to own an Amiga. Full
versions of all these programs can be bought directly from 17 Bit Software.

+3605 BARTENDER V1.1 UNPACK DISK
--------------------
Bartender is a 1000 alcoholic drink database featuring a helpful to use
GUI. A full list of drinks is displayed. Clicking on the name of a drink
will bring up the contents of the drink and details on how to make it. The
database also outputs to a printer. Very interesting.

+3649 JOKEDISK UNPACK DISK
--------------
A disk with thousands of jokes on it covering dozens of different subjects.

+3710(ABCDEF) PROJECT UFO UNPACK A B C D E F
-------------------------
This is a 6 disk set containing over 4 Megs of UFO related text files from
the BBS‘s across the world. It contains hundreds of articles about famous
(Roswell) and not so famous sightings, theorys, predictions, possibilitys
and tons more. An excellent collection.

+3729 PRO LOTTERY V1.1 UNPACK DISK
----------------------
There are many lottery prediction programs available for the Amiga, some of
which make promises of amazing wealth, others just pick random numbers, some
are just unuseable. Pro-Lottery is something very different. In fact, it‘s not
just regular wins that are offered - it‘s regular multiple wins. This is
because Pro-Lottery not only picks the numbers for you, but arranges them
across a number of tickets according to your budget. No matter how much you
spend on the lottery, whether it‘s 2 pounds or 30 pounds Pro-Lottery will be
able to come up with a suitable perm for you, all of them offering multiple
prizes when successful.

+3759 ROBS HOT LOTTERY PREDICTORS UNPACK DISK
---------------------------------
Balls, CopTheLotProfessional V1.0, LotteryPredictor V1.0.

+3761 HARDWARE PROJECTS DISK UNPACK DISK
----------------------------
Tons and tons of projects on here for you to build and blow up all your
equipment with. Clocks, Floppy drive adaptors, joystick adaptors and loads
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more.

+3762 MORSE CODE TUTOR V1.2 UNPACK DISK
---------------------------
This program contains the complete alphabet, continental letters, numerals
(normal and abbreviated), punctuation, procedure signals, informal amateur
cw abbreviations, international Q-codes and RST codes. Morse Code Trainer
also takes you through 18 exercises, each designed to help you memorise the
Morse alphabet quickly.

+3766 THE X-FILES GUIDE UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
A sackful of information about the best show on TV. Episode guides,
pictures, FAQ’s etc etc etc.

+3767 THE ART OF ILLUSION UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
A disk full of optical illusions for you to ponder over for a while. Quite
nice.

+3802 SAUCE N CODE #1 UNPACK DISK
---------------------
This disk is aimed at AMOS coders who are already quite good. The disk is
more a collection of interesting, good and useful routines than simple
demonstrations on how to do basic things.

+3837(AB) ACT OF WAR HELPER SET UNPACK A B
-------------------------------
This 2 disk set contains all that you need to set up your own Act of War
missions, it includes gametiles, maps, weapons info and weapon pictures. All
you need to do is the other parts, put the whole thing together with a little
imagination. Each different type of mission is best put on a different disk
to avoid any hassle later on with borders.

+3869 LOTTERY PRO + UTILS UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
This is a lottery predictor with a difference. There are various ways of
picking your numbers with this program, but the best way on here is to play
games to do the job. Joystick wiggling, Horse racing, Quiz, Target practise
and a couple of others help make lottery predicting fun, instead of all
that statistical rubbish you read in the papers. Also on here are a stack
of WB and CLI utils.
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